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Climate Change 
Cambridgeshire County Council plans to increase its commitment to dealing with environmental and 
climate issues by proposing a new strategic object in its business plan of ‘reaching a net zero carbon 
target by 2050’. This is likely to include mitigating carbon emissions from our buildings and fleet 
vehicles – with a commitment to take all 69 of the buildings currently owned or occupied off fossil 
fuel heating by 2023 and to replace all fleet cars and vans with electric vehicles by 2025. We will be 
“Managing changes to infrastructure to manage the risk of significant climate change” as well as 
looking after Cambridgeshire’s air, water and soil to ensure the future health of Cambridgeshire 
people, flora and fauna.  
 
School Funding 
County Council has asked the Dept of Education if it can transfer money from all the mainstream 
schools so that we can better provide for Children with High Needs. Just over half the Heads who 
responded to the consultation agreed to transferring 0.5% but the Council agreed to transfer 1.8% of 
the main schools budget to the High Needs Block This will help meet the extra cost of providing for 
the increasing number and proportion of children needing extra help. Unfortunately this will mean 
that the ‘per pupil’ allocation in mainstream schools will go down by £50 per head, which will cause 
problems for many schools. 
 
Bus Passes 
Applications for bus passes must now be made online, with supporting documents and photos 
scanned and uploaded.  To apply for a concessionary bus pass, you need to ring 0345 045 1367, or 
go on-line.  To apply on line:  
https://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/residents/travel-roads-and-parking/buses/free-bus-pass 
The postcode field is designed to prevent non Cambridgeshire postcodes from being processed 
through the system.  The postcode needs to be entered as three digits a space and then the last 
three digits, with the characters in upper case as it would appear on a postal address.   
 
Electronic Health Care 
A call having been issued by Health Secretary Matt Hancock, for digitizing many aspects of our health 
service, plans have been set out by our local NHS ‘Sustainable Transformation Partnership’.  These 
plans are aspirational and not explained in detail and yet the intention is for digital transformation to 
take place quickly.  
With the goal of reducing Outpatients face-to-face time by 30%, as patients we may be asked to 
engage in consultations by video link or email.  This will work for some but not others, given the lack 
of access to the necessary digital technology by a significant segment of the population. Patients 
should also be able to access their records on-line, though even now many of our local health 
partners are unable to speak to each other digitally, because they use different systems – for 
example, Addenbrooke’s and Royal Papworth Hospitals.   And some GP practices are not signed up 
to the principle of making their own doctors' notes available to patients on-line. 
Meanwhile, new health apps like the ‘NHS App’ and ‘Doctorlink’ are appearing on the scene.  Only 
after one has registered is it possible to see what they’re about and to examine the fine print – 
raising more questions, including that of scams. The goals are ambitious, reflecting the shortfall of 
NHS resources. 
 
General Purposes Committee (28/01) is considering matters including: 
The Business Plan for 2020/21 to 2024/25 

https://www.cambridgeshire.gov.uk/residents/travel-roads-and-parking/buses/free-bus-pass


Trial of ‘No Car’ zones outside two schools in Cambridge. It will be interesting to see if this sort of 
exclusion would be feasible for our local schools in Milton, Waterbeach and Fen Ditton. Some 
schools use Park and Stride to walk children from nearby car parks. 
Demand Management in Special Needs and Disability 
The purpose of this appears to be to deter parents from seeking High Needs provision for their SEND 
children by having ‘different conversations’. 
  
Amey Community Liaison Group – 23 Jan  
Cllr Smith and I attended this meeting at Amey. At the previous meeting (July 2019) the number of 
representatives was agreed as two per parish council (Landbeach and Waterbeach) but a request 
had been made to have a rep. from Chittering. WPC were invited to identify a rep from Chittering as 
a local resident.  
A fire in the Commercial Waste area of the site on 8 Sept 2019 had caused Waterbeach village to be 
covered in ash. Residents were concerned for their respiratory health. There were 94 odour 
complaints with the highest number being in July and September. Details of monitoring and actions 
taken were provided. A large proportion of odour incidents were identified as not having been 
generated by the Amey site or not being persistent enough to take action. The most frequent 
‘culprit’ was the In Vessel Composting operation and on five occasion the IVC was stopped. 
Incinerator application (S/3372/17/CW) – this was refused by the County Planning Committee. 
Amey submitted an appeal to the Planning Inspectorate and a Public Inquiry was convened during 
November 2019. All the Inquiry Documents were put online under the planning reference above. 
The Planning Inspector will make a report and recommendation to the Secretary of State – probably 
by 6 March 2020 but the final determination could come some time later. Briony Rothwell from 
RECAP We had a useful presentation about recycling and began to understand that paper might be 
the next problematic waste product.  
Contact numbers to report odours: 

- Environment Agency Incident Hotline 24/7 - 0800 80 70 60 

- Amey 01223 861010 

 
Transport 
Buses at a recent meeting with Stagecoach, they apologised sincerely for having left residents along 
the 19 route with no buses between 22 December and 2 January. Outside the school term they had 
‘reverted to a Saturday service’ forgetting that there is no service through Horningsea and Fen Ditton 
and Saturday. They promised to maintain a weekday service in future. I asked for more 9 buses 
through Landbeach and I was told that if the only service went before 09:30 passengers would be 
permitted to use their bus pass.  
 
Around the parishes: 
No specific requests from Horningsea or Fen Ditton (see notes on bus service over Christmas, 
above.) 
 
Milton  
I note the shared cycle/footpath between Milton Road and Cambridge North Station, alongside the 
Cambridge Business Park has not re-opened in December 2019.  
Cycle chicane beside the Bowls Pavilion – at a site meeting the officer recommended ‘slow’ signs be 
painted on the path. However, since this implied the PC condoned bicycles on the footpath, this 
wasn’t popular. 
CCTV on the Jane Coston Bridge This is now being handled by Richard Burnett, Integrated Highways 
Management Centre & Events Manager. Richard advised (02/12/2019) he is waiting for BT to install 
the communications links, after which the cameras will be installed.  
 



Waterbeach 
Waterbeach New Town Community Forum – save the date 26 February 2020, 6-9pm 
Bannold Road the LHO is seeking estimates for repairs to be shared amongst the developers. She 
has recommended this for further surface treatment but it is likely to be a low priority as it is an 
unclassified road. 
I have noted reports of rats on County Farms land and buildings near Car Dyke and will raise those 
concerns. 
 
Landbeach - I requested the white lines at the crossroad to be re-painted urgently (in October 2019). 
The LHO requested a quote. I note the lines have not yet been repainted (27/01/2020). To be fair it 
has not been good weather for repainting lines on the road. 
I have noted the concerns raised by the pc about various dangerous potholes needing repair, which I 
have forwarded to the LHO with job references from ‘Report a Highway Fault’ and requested an 
update. 
 
Spurious electronic signs – I have reported electronic signs displaying pointless messages and asked 
them to be turned off unless there is something useful to say: 

- Fen Ditton – facing southbound traffic -  a permanent 24/7 warning ‘expect delays’ 

- Fen Ditton, Milton Road, Horningsea Road and Histon Road, facing northbound traffic – 

warning that congestion on Fendon Road roundabout might cause delays. (Really? Fendon 

Road is 4.5 miles in the opposite direction.) 

AB 27/01/2020 
 


